Océ
TDS600

Designed by you
built by Océ

Multifunctional
system for
engineering
documents

• Equally efficient in decentral and central environments
• Easy operation maximises productivity and efficiency
• Océ partnership programme supports the latest applications
• Total solutions for the engineering printing environment

Designed by you
built by Océ
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Océ TDS600
Multifunctional system for engineering documents

With the Océ TDS600, you can meet your customers’ demands for high
quality engineering documents and short turnaround times. Easy operation
ensures results that are right first time, every time.
This system has the functions to handle all your wide format document
needs. Plus the performance and productivity to meet your tightest
deadlines. Even for extensive distribution runs of complex, multi-set
document packages. And even if there’s an unexpected change of plans,
the Océ TDS600 has the versatility to handle it on the fly.
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Direct printing from applications

Digital copying

Wide format functions for your business

Flexible, modular system configuration

To meet your business needs, the Océ TDS600 lets you
choose the functions you need. With the ability to extend
them later as your workload changes. The basic Océ TDS600
is a productive engineering printer for formats up to A0. If
required you can add a scanner to make the system into a
fast, easy-to-use wide format copier. Additional functions
include scan-to-file software for fast conversion of your hardcopy documents into secure digital files. Plus a folder unit
that eliminates time-consuming manual work, producing
ready-to-distribute folded document sets.

Next to the choice of system functions, the Océ TDS600
offers you flexible options to create the system you need.
For example media handling: the Océ TDS600 streamlines
your workload and saves you time with up to six media rolls
and a sheet feeder on-line. Enabling fast media changes for
complex document sets. In addition, the Océ Power Logic
controller allows customised print functions and print queue
management. Regularly used print settings, media types and
formats can be saved and recalled when needed. And singlekey selection of software functions saves even more time.

Management

‘I want a solution that is easy
to use, so that my employees can
keep their focus on their job.’
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Scan to anywhere

Microfilm viewing, scanning, printing

Easy operation maximises efficiency

Ideal for decentral and central use

Print engine speed is not the only measure of productivity.
The ability to produce high-quality documents, day in and
day out, also depends on other key factors. For example easy,
secure operation, so your users get the results they need every
time. Plus assured quality, without the need for extensive test
prints. The Océ TDS600 delivers on those requirements,
with the unique ‘green button’ for one-touch setting of all
main printing and copying parameters. And with Océ’s
unmatched range of drivers for the main CAD applications,
users have convenient desktop access to all main functions.

With its compact footprint and minimal noise and ozone
emissions, the Océ TDS600 is ideal for decentral and
departmental placements. Located near to engineering
workgroups, it offers easy operation with direct access to
media selection and print functions. Plus high-quality prints
every time without complex operation. Or in the central
printroom environment, the Océ TDS600 gives operators the
power and productivity to get the job done when the pressure
is on. Concurrent job handling and print management
functions enable complex document sets to be produced
efficiently, providing the capacity to meet tight deadlines.
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Advanced technology and performance

Eco-design is easy to live with

Numerous innovations make the Océ TDS600 the
performance leader in its class. For example in instant ‘walk
up and copy’ results, with no delays for warming-up. And
Océ’s unique Image Logic technology for excellent printing
and copying results, whatever the original. Or radiant fusing
for outstandingly sharp images every time. The integrated
system concept makes operation easier, ensuring that all
modules operate together perfectly. From the scanner,
through the Océ Power Logic controller, to the printer and
folder, as well as software drivers and job submission tools.
All making your work easier and more productive.

High performance and productivity are vital, but they are not
the only important criteria. Like all Océ products, the Océ
TDS600 has been designed with care for the environment
in mind. The Océ TDS600 performs unobtrusively in
your working area. Its low noise levels will not disturb your
knowledge workers, while low waste heat and negligible
ozone emissions mean there is no need for special ventilation
systems. And with its Energy Star® certification the Océ
TDS600 is an energy-efficient solution that saves money and
contributes to environmental protection.

Océ partnership programme support

Total engineering printing solutions

Ensuring that users have fast, future-proof access to the latest
software developments, Océ has partnership agreements
with leading application vendors. This enables us to provide
optimum printing support with high levels integration
levels. The widest possible range of job and print settings
are supported from within applications such as AutoCAD
and CATIA, making your engineers highly productive. In
addition, our partnership with Adobe systems facilitates
enterprise-wide document distribution and interchange via
web-enabled applications.

As the world market leader in total engineering printing
solutions, Océ has a unique capability in enabling
organisations to share information. This includes not only
printers, software and complete document systems, but also
related expertise in document creation and management
processes, enterprise-wide information flows, system
architecture and integration. Océ also offers total service and
support, from initial consultancy through installation and
implementation, right up to training, application support and
world-leading maintenance service.
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Beyond the Ordinary

Printing for
Professionals

Building a sustainable business has always been one of
our core business principles. We do this by developing
products and services that add value to the document
processes of our customers, while minimizing
environmental impact. And we conduct our business
activities in a socially responsible manner aimed at
preventing health, safety and environmental risks.

Océ helps the people who make our world. Companies
every where use Océ technical documentation
systems in manufacturing, architecture, engineering
and construction. Each week, high speed Océ
printing systems produce millions of transaction
documents such as bank statements and utility bills.
And in offices around the world, people use Océ
professional document systems to keep the wheels of
business and government turning. Océ is also at work

Océ Wide Format Printing Systems
Partners and Awards

in publishing on demand, newspaper production,
document management outsourcing and wide format
colour for spectacular display graphics. It all helps
our professional customers go ‘Beyond the Ordinary’
in printing and document management.
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